Clearmac® Quartz
quartz carpet flooring system

Gaysha

Clearmac® Quartz is a seamless quartz flooring system, ideal for
houses, offices and showrooms. It can also be used in outside spaces.
Pleasingly tactile and attractive, Clearmac® Quartz comprises coloured
or natural quartz grains, bonded in epoxy or polyurethane resin to
create a wall to wall modern flooring surface.
The open surface of the quartz means it contains millions of tiny air
pockets, creating a warm and soft surface that is cosy and welcoming
to bare feet.
Clearmac® Quartz provides the warmth and comfort of a traditional
carpet but is far easier to keep clean and lasts for many years.
Typical uses
and applications

Colours

The surface is ideal for most
internal uses, with a UV resistant
grade available for use outdoors and
in rooms with large windows. For
bathrooms, toilets and kitchens a
hygienic grade is available which is
fully sealed.
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Clearmac® Quartz is available in
four different granule sizes and
over 1000 colours. These
colours can be mixed and
combined to create endless
design possibilities.
This flexibility makes it easy to
incorporate bespoke designs,
logos and text in your flooring.
A small selection of the colours
available is shown to the right.
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Clearmac Quartz®

Clearmac® Quartz can be readily
installed on a wide selection of
surfaces and can be opened for
use typically within 24 hours
of application.

Clearmac® Quartz flooring system

Offices

Showrooms

Performance
Clearmac® Quartz is a unique and
visually striking flooring system
designed for both interior and
exterior application. Composed of
coloured quartz crystals bonded in
resin, it is ideal for houses, offices,
showrooms, health spas and it can
also be applied in outside areas.
The surface is seamless, wear
resistant, easy to clean and
provides a soft inviting finish that
feels warm to the touch.
Clearmac® Quartz is available in
over 1000 colours making it ideal
for creating surfaces incorporating
corporate logos and designs.
Installation
The aggregate and binder system
are mixed on site immediately
prior to laying.
An appropriate primer for the
substrate is applied and allowed to
dry. The mixed aggregate is then
spread over the surface and evened
out with a trowel to a thickness
of 6-10mm.
Depending on the required final
finish a suitable top coat is then
applied. For hygienic reasons
rooms such as toilets, kitchens or
bathrooms require an additional
sealing of the quartz carpet.
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Maintenance
Rather than remaining on the
surface, dust will disappear
between the pores of the flooring
until it can be easily removed with
a normal vacuum cleaner.
In the case of mud or heavy soiling,
allow to dry and then remove with
a brush. If necessary mop or wet
vacuum the surface.
It is recommended that you clean
the stone carpet once or twice a
year with a powerful wet cleaner/
carpet cleaner.
Preparation
The substrate must be clean, dry,
and free of dust and grease,
cement-based substrates must be
at least 21 days old.
Our detailed speciﬁcation advice
sheets are downloadable from our
website or can be requested by
email or phone.
Before every new commission
our Survey Department will visit
and prepare a pre-installation
report and are available to offer
advice and answer your questions
throughout the process.
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Gyms

Quality Assurance
Clearmac® Quartz flooring is
supplied and laid within ISO 9001
quality management systems
certified by BSI.
Health and Safety
All of the materials used to install
Clearmac® Quartz are
non-ﬂammable and chemically
stable. The surface is cold-applied
and therefore has no requirement
for the use of heating equipment
or hot materials. The surface
requires twenty four hours to cure
for foot trafﬁc.
Further Information
For free advice and support or to
request our colour samples contact
us on 01322 340350 or visit
www.gayshasurfaces.co.uk

